,;8   LIFE AND
the people to it Jte numerous 'cereimonieo, sustairt^d
by the largest^ promises, givfe the assurance of a great
reward* In discharging their Religious dvties they have
often to endure-toil, undergo privation, and'*mak6 sacri-
fices^ tut the mpre they do and. suffer, the "greater i$
the complacency with which they regard theft religious
position. There is one thing Hinduism does not demand
of its devotees. It does not demand a radical fchange of
character or of life. Its ever}' requirement may* be met
vvithout abandoning evil dispositions and practices It
can be easily supposed how- strong a hold a religion like
this ha&' on its 'votaries, and how especially strong its
hold must be in the city wh^re it has been enthroned
for ages.
In our day much is said about heredity. Facts illus-
trative of its power over the features, character, and
life, not only of individuals but of communities, are
patent to all. Whatever heredity can do it does in
infusing the spirit of Hinduism into the very blood of
the people of Benares, who have been so long domi-
nated by it. The mastery it has obtained over them is
shown by the whole tone of their minds and the whole
bearing of their life. If sincerity 'and enthusiasm be the
essential requisites m religion, the inhabitants of this
city have all they need, for these qualities are possessed
by them in a high degree. Then, in such a city there is
felt the almost overpowering influence of thousands from
day to day, and of vast multitudes on occasion of high
festival, performing the same rites, worshipping the same
gods, and animated by the same spirit The peculiar
thrill of pleasure-given by a great assembled eager host
to every individual composing it^ the sense of importance
it gives to each, as if on him rested the concentrated

